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Ahstrad
The paper contains d report of a discussion
between Adam Smith and David Ricardo

such assessments might be a good thing, at

least

on a newly installed research
evaluation committee 'On the Advancement of
serving

Knowledge

in

principle, there

is

much

less

agreement about how they should be carried
out and whether the way in which they are in

fact done can be expecled to yield a fair
judgement on the strengths and weaknesses of

in

Growth Economics, Paying
Special Attention to the Contribution of "New"
Growth Theory'. The tueo economists screen
some of the mosl prominent 'new' growth
models and assess their original fiovelties.

economics departments. It would of course be
very unwise for me to enter into a discussion

of this hot topic, of which I understand so
little, and I can assure you that I will not do
so. I shall rather deal with a first att€mpt to
realize a proposal of which you may not yet

The! argue that the main contribution of these
models boils down to the suggestion that there

is a technologt productng a surrogale for
what.wed to be called 'labour'. That factor

have heard.

It

has been suggested that the

now common cr.oss-section assessment should

has been given new names and enters the
stage as 'human capilal' or 'knowledge'. In
this way labour is rendered. an accumulable
factor, generated endogenotuly, and thus
cannot constrain economic growth via a
falling rate of profit due to diminishing
renrrw to capital as capital accumulates.

be complemented by a time-serie$ assessment
aimed at evaluating the relative speeds with
which the different scientific disciplines and

their various branches progress. Applied to
our subject, the question is what can be said
about the advancement of economic
knowledge in general and in special fields in
particular.

1.

Intoduction

Next the questions were addressed which

In many countries, departments of economics
as well as other departments are nowadays
subject to recurrent assessments of the quality

of

their work, especially the

area to examine and whom to commission to

the intertemporal assessment of economics.
Growth theory was chosen for obvious
reasons and just at this point someone drew
attention to a fundamental breakthrough in
medicine which had made it possible to bring
dead people back to life. On mature
deliberation it was then easy to select Adam

research

performed by their members. In Britain this
activity is known as the Research Assessment
Exercise. While there appears io be fairly
wide agreement within the profession that
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Smith and David Ricardo. Reanimated, the
two economists, after some hesitation,
accepted to serve on a committee 'On the
Advancement of Knowledge in Growth
Economics, Paying Special Attention to the
Contribution of "New" Growth Theory'.
Smith and Ricardo met in a place mid-way
between Glasgow and Gloucester, in a
charming town by the name of Stoke

between Smith and Ricardo. This keeps close

to what actually happened. It goes without
saying that I am bound to read out what they

Ifl

said.
didn't you might be inclined to think
that what follows is an invention of my mind.
So please forgive me for not speaking freely

to you; it is in the

undiluted

2. They and us

an
impressive chamber in which they could work

Smitft: On the whole I was rather disappointed
how little the majority of modem authors
know about what we have done. Whilst there
are occasional references lo our works ...
Rieardo: There are many more to yours than

and had access to all the relevant literature.
After some week of reading they decided to
structure their following discussion. They
wanted to begin with a brief investigation of
the scope of 'new' growth theory, then turn to
the method in terms of which the problem
was studied, and finally approachlhe content
of the theory. As regards the latter task they
agreed to deal first with major building block
of the theory ard subsequently to study how
these block were combined. They decided to
concentrate on fundamentals and set aside
what may be considered peripheral to the
main argument. This also made them focus

to mine!
Smith: lt's kind of you to say this, my dear
David, but being referred to more often
doesn't mean much. I have the feeling that to
praise an author is som€times jusl a pretext
not lo take into account what he has written.
There are also slatements that
found
amazing. Listen, for example, to the following
dictum of Martin Weitunan of Harvard
University: 'Before Robert Solow and his

I

attention on what may be called the first
generation of contributions to 'new' growth
theory, because these defined the confines
within which the resulting avalanche of
theoretical lilerature was to unfold.
By inexplicable luck it fell upon me to
report on their conversations while working
on the asse$ment. In the following I provide

co-conspirators

did

serious growth

accounting[,] economists did not think too
systematically about the sources of economic
gfowth...' (Weitzman, 1996, p.207). What
does he think we were doing?
Ricardo: I understand your disenchanfilent,
Adam, but don't forget that the judgement
came from an American, and, as we know,
they occasionally have a tendency to grossly
exaggerate things and present their ideas as if
they were totally original and novel. British
people are different.
Szfift: I wonder! But let's get back to our
main topic and discuss the scope ofthe 'new'
gowth models.

summary account of what I had the
privilege to hear and see. It goes without
saying that none of the views put forward in

a

If you should

dislike them you must not put the blame on
me; I am only the messenger. The unfortunate
habit in antiquity of decapitating those who
brought bad news (and were generally good at
running) may have been one of the causes of
the eventual decline of those nations.

My report is in the form of a

of

scholarship and truth.

-on-Trenl where they were offered

the sequel are my responsibility.

interest

3, Scope

(,gnitl:) As you know, Adam Ferguson coined
the beautiful phrase that history is 'the result

dialogue
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break with the traditional method here.

of human action, but not the execution of any
human design' (Ferguson, 117671 1793, p.
205). We considered the explanation of
human hislory one of the most important, if
not tlre most important problem of the social

Suffice it to say that in temp,orary equilibrium
general and
intertemporal
equilibrium theory until a few decades ago the
time horizon was assumed to be finite and.

theory

in

in

of purposeful action ard a discussion of the

therefore, arbitrary. The introduction of an
infinite hofizon tumed out to be critical (see
also Burgstaller, 1994, pp. 43-8). It pushed

possibilities and limits of statesmanship. What
was at stake was, in the words of John Hicks

the analysis inevitably towards the long
period. This was clearly spelled out, for

sciences. The explanation sought included an
investigation of the nonintended consequences

(1969), the development of a 'theory of
economic history'. We acceptedthis challenge
and, I dare say, with some little success.
Ricardo: I think this is a fair description of
whal you did. My concem was much more

instance, by Robert Lucas, who observed that

for any initial capital K(0) > 0, the
optimal capital-consumption path (,((),
c(t)) will converge to the balanced path

limited.

asymptotically. That is, the balanced path
will be a good approximation to any
actual path 'most' of the time.

,9rnitfi: You're a modest man, David. Be that

it

may, the grandiose queslion of what
shapes the long-term development of the
economy is again high on the agenda. This
should be some comfort to us. We may ask
now: Has growth theory progressed since our
days? Or: What could the 'new' growth

as

and that 'this is exactly the reason why the
balanced path is interesting to us' (Lucas,
1988, p. 1l).
Lucas thus advocated a (/e-)switching

fiom
an intertemporal analysis to a long-period
(steady-state) one. Since the balanced path of
the intertemporal model is the only path
analyzed by Lucas, the intertemporal model

theory teach us?
4. Method

Ricardo: As I see things there is not only a
revival of interest in the old questions but also
in the method of analysis proposed by us,
namely, the method of long-period positions,

may be regarded simply as a step to obtain a
rigorous long-period setting (see also King
and Rebelo, 1993). (Paraphrasing a dictum
put forward by Paul Samuelson in a different
context, we may say that intertemporal
analysls is a detour with regard to long-period
analysis). Moreover, concentrating on the
'balanced path', capital in the initial period
cannot be taken as given alongside olher

or 'equilibria', in the language of the 'new'
growth theorists, characterised by a unifurm
rate of profit. More precisely, these authors
focus attention on what is but a very special
case of such positions, that is, steady states of

the economy. As you will have read, the
long-period method which was used by
essentially all economists, classical and
neoclassical alike, until the late 1920s was
then replaced by the new methods of
temporary and intertemporal equilibrium,
pioneered by Haye( Lindahl and Hicks.

'initial

endowments'.

As a

consequence,

income distribution cannot be determined by
demand and supply of the respective factors
of production.
Smilhi What you said is very interesting.
Whilst am not at all happy with the
narrowing of our notion of long period to

I

There is no time to go into the details of this
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steady states, in terms of scopo and method I
already begin to feel somewhat at ho,no. But
what about the content of the theoq2 Since

(smaller) rhan the discount rato, savings s'ill
be positive (negative). As becomes already
clear at this sage, the models generally know
only a single oonsumption good, which is
commonly taken to be identical with the

the saving-inveshent mechanism is at the
heart

of

every theory

of

accumulation and

gowth, I suggest we start with that

physical capital good.

Srrill: This is indeed an amusing way of
dealing wilh the conplex issue of
'microfoundations'. It seems to me that the

5. Consunption, saing and investment
Ricardo: must confess that was very
surprised to see that these nodsls know
essentially only a single ag€nt. You will
remember that our approaches were criticized

I

I

for

being insufficiendy

'representative agent' could clain with greater
authority than Louis XIV: 'L'Etat c'est moi!'
Seuing aside a variety of behaviour and thus
seleotion strikes me as neglecting sone of the
most important aspects of any real process of

microeconomic,

because we knew only three kinds of agonts
and economic roles associated with them -

growth and develop,m.ent It should also be
pointed out that this optimizing approach
leads to various diflioulties, logical and other,
which raise serious doubts about its
usefulness. For example, no allowance is
made for the faot that consumption takes time;
as income per capita rises, the problem of
r+ien to consune ever larger quantities of the
single consumption good carmot be evaded
(cf. Steedman, 1995). Rob€rt Solow, for

workers, capitalists and landlords. Yet many
if not the najority of contemporaries seem to
fmd nothing wrong with the single-agent
abstaction mongering. It is even assumed can you believe it? - drat the 'representative

agent' is iinmortal and imnutable, which
follows fron his - or is it her? - concern with
maximizing an intertemporal utility function
over an infinite tine horizon. The exeroise

then consists

of

choosing the path of

consunption that maximizes the integral

pedectly good reasons,

of

'the use made

to

I

,' Ic(t),-'-lldt
'
1_o-

f = c(t) + K, where I

encunboring

(l)

unnecessary

1994, p. 49).
What I also find peculiar is that p - which,
as we shall see, plays a crucial role in the
argurnent - is commonly assumed to be given

is

fron

outside the sysbmr and constant. In
contradistinction, John Stuart Mill and albr
him many others, including John Maynard
Keynes, stressed that 'The minimurn rate of

f

l/o

it with

implausibilities and complexities' (Solow,

net
national income, c(t) is consumption at time t,
is net investuent which is the derivative of
the capital stock ,( widr respect to time, p is
the rate of time preference or discount rate,
and
is the elasticity
substitution
between present aad future consumption (l +
o > 0). In the literature. the discount rate is
occasionally dubbed 'required rate of rehun',
since it gives the break-even level of the
profit rate: with the rate of profit larger

subject

seems, maintained:

optirnizing r€presentative agent ... adds little
or nothing to the story anlu'ay, while

instananeous utility:

l. e'0,
J0

it

of the inter-temporally-

profit varies according to circumstances'
(Mill, [848] 1965, p. R6). Considerations of

of

dris kind made me advocate the view that a
fall in the rate of profit need not necessarily
entail a fall in the rate of accuaulation.
Ricardo: lt should also be noted that beoause

4-
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investment. Say's law is taken to hold full
sway. The problem of effective demand and
unemployment is simply set aside, whereas in
my controversy with Malthus I was at least
keen to argue my case, perhaps overkeen, I
now recognize.Indeed, I am in sympathy with
the thrust of a statement by Edmond

Looking up the modem literature on capital
theory and aggregation I saw my scepticism
fully conoborated. Fmnklin Fisher (1993), for
example, has made it abundantly clear that
there is no such thing as an aggregate
production function. And Andreu Mas-Colell
stessed that 'modelling the world as having
a single capital good is not a prlarl justified'
(Mas-Colell, 1989, p. 508), and I doubt that it
can be justified a posteriori. However, these
results don't seem to be taken seriously in the

OEEC he wroie:

,Smil&: Well, there axe at least occasional hints

there is no real distinction between savers and
investors there is none between savings and

Malinvaud put forward only a few years
before the take-off of 'new' gro*th theory.
tr/is-a-vr's the unemployment figures in the

literature under consideration.

that something is dubious. After
Students of economic growth will easily
accept two ideas put forward ..., namely
lhat some disequilibria may be sustained
over rather long periods, and that the

having

discovered that an earlier formulation ofhis is
inconsistent with the assumption that research
is a nonrival good, Paul Romer added that this

of these diseouilibria
significantly reacts on the growth
process, to speed it up, slow it down or
change its course. ... [A]n essential part
existence

may seem a trifling matter in an area

of any theory of economic growth should

theory that depends on so many other
short cuts. After all, if one is going to do
violence to the complexity of economic
activity by assuming that there is an

of

be the representation of investrnent, and
it seems to me that both excess capacity

aggregate production function, how much

and profitability have an important role
to play in this representation.

the difference between rival and nonrival
goods? (Romer, 1994, p. 15)

more harm can

it do to be sloppy about

(Malinvaud, 1983, p. 95)

I kept wondering where to stop this process.
Ricardo: I came across an even more puzzling
passage by the same author. In the context of
a discussion of some people's opposition to
mathematical formalism he stated:

6. Pndaction

Jnltft: I think Malinvaud has a good point.
And there are others. Did you notice, David,
that in this literature production as a whole is

in

terms of what are called
fitrc tions?
Ricardo: I did indeed and was baflled,
because I could not believe that all the
different productive activities in any real
economy can be portrayed in such a way.
represented

aggre gate production

Only 30 years ago many economists still
objected to a mathematical statement of

the relationship bgtween ouput and
capital in terms of an aggregate
production function and an aggregate
stock of capital, I' = {K, Z). (Romer,
1996, p. 202)

How do you aggregate lorries, conveyor belts,

personal computers etc. to a 'quantity of
capital' for the economy as a whole, and
similarly with regard to the social product?

I
-5-

hope he doesn't imply that Fisher is not a

HD

Kn

good nathematical economisl

As

if

l814I held such a'corn model'.
Unforurrately, I have forgote,n whethor I did
or didn't, which however is of no import for
the rest of my argument With corn of a given
quallty as the only capital good there sioply
cannot ariso the problem of what is meant by
on Profits of

the

question was against pro or con mathematical
fornalisn as such ald not pro or con cases of
silly mathe,matical formalism.
Smith: agree. More generally, I found that

I

many modern writers have a pronounced
concern fot spuiorc precision. They put into
algebra what perhaps cannot )€t b€ put into
mathematical language because thg
phenomena under consideration have not yet
been shrdied with suffrcient care. Faith does
not see.m to be a scarce good in contemporary
econonics. Are'microfoundations' not
required in production theory?

a

given 'quantity

of

capital'

or by an

'increase' of that quantity.
Assuming, in addition, the real wage rate of
workers to be given and constant, the rate of
profit is bound to fall due to extensive and
in1"1siy6 diminishing returns on land. On the
prenise that there are only negligible savings
out of wages afld reots, a falling rate of profit
involves a falling rate of capital accumulation.
Assuming that the narginal propensity to
is givel and
accumulate out of profits,
constant, a'classioal' aocumulation ftrnction
can be formulated:

7. A falling rate of ptoftt
(Smtth) But let's get to the core of the
matter. We are told dnt 'The key property of

g

endogenous-growth models is the absence of
diminishing r€turns io capial' (Bano and

Sala-i-Martin, 1995, p. 39), that is, tle
absence of any falling long-term tendency of
the rate of profit. Since 1ou did not approve
of my explanation of the falling tendency of
lhe profit rate for reasons which I think I now
undersiand, it would be good if you could
summarize what, in your view, is responsible
for any such t€ndency. Your argument may
then serve as a foil against which we can
discuss the mechanisms invoked by the 'new'
growdr theorists to prevent the rat€ of profit
from falling
Ricardo: This is very kind of you. I shall try
to set the stage for our discussion in terms of
a highly stylised representation of what I
called the 'nahrral' course of the economy. By
this I meant the purely hlpothetical path an

P=l

r}*"
if ,</-b

1 s(r-r.,") if

" Io

(2)

where r.,, 2 0 is the minimum level of
profrrability which, if reached, will arrest
accumulation (cf. Worles, I, p. 120). My
'natural' course will necessarily end up in a
stationary stat€. Notice that dre rate of
accumulation is en dogenouslydetxmined. The
domand for labour is govemed by the pace at
which capital accumulates, whereas the
long-term supply of labour is regulated by a
population mechanisrr.2

Let me illustate the case with dre help of
the familiar frgure I (cf. Kaldor, 1956). For
simplioity set asido seed capital: capital
consists only of wages. In tho most simple

I

economic system would take in the absence of
any technical progress. For sinplicity, and

of 'new' growth

conceptualizationpossible, the one entertained
here, labour is seen to be in long-run elastic

one-commoditv
economy. The only commodity produced is
dubbed 'com'. You may have heard that there
is some conhoversy whether in my lost papers

supply at a given real wage rste, which is
taken to equal OW. The curve CEGH is the
marginal productivity of labour+um-capital.
Then, if the amount of labour-cum-capital

perfecdy in line with much

theory,

I

shall assume

a

-6-
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applied is L,, the area OCEL, gives the
produc! OWDL, gives total capital emplol'ed,
and BCE total rent. Profit is determined as a_
residual and coresponds to the rectangle
WBED. The rale of profit can be determined
as the mtio of the areas of two rectangles
which have the same basis and, therefore, it
equals the ratio WB/OW Obviously, if a
positive profit rate implies a positive growth
rate (i.e., rn = 0), the econony will expand
until labour-cum-capital has reached the level

'niggardliness of nanre' which is responsible
for the falliry tendency of the rate of profit.

& Solow's rnodel
Snitfi: Well done, David! I think I now also
understand Solow's model muoh b€ttEr (cf.
Solow, 1956). Wlilst you and I put forward
an approach which subsumed the supply of

labour undor the needs

oapital

may be compared to that of land in yours.
And very much as in your argunent the rate
of pmfrt is taken to fall as the accumulable
factor - capital - grows relatively to the
nonaccunulable factor. Outside the steady
state, both the actual rate of gro*th and

Ec
ga

income distribution

arc

enfugenously
determined, whereas in the stEady state the
rato of growth equals the exogenously given
natural rate of growth. But the rate of profit

gw

Labourtum{aptt

o

Rgut l: Didrinilhin8

Ir

r

i

r

The important point to note here is ftat the
work force needed in a given noment of time

is

of

aocumulatiorq Solow subsumed land (and
natural resources) under capital. Therefore,
labour assumes in his model a positiol that

to be generated by

the
accumulation process itself. In your words,
Adam: 'the demand for nen, like that for any
other commodity, necessariln regulates the
production of men: quickens it when it goes
on ioo slowly, and s0ops it when it advances
too fast. It is this demand which regulates and
determines the state of pmpagation in all the

considered

different countries of the world' (F?r',
I.viii.40).3 Labour can thus put no limit to
gro*th because it is 'generated' within the
grovth process. The only limit to grou'th can
come from other nonaccumulable factors of
production, dnt is, natural resources in
general aod land in particular. It is the

as well as the real wage rate aro still
endogenous. I may illustrate this in terms of
dre very familiar frgure 2. The endogenously
determined steady-stat€ rate of profit r(C) is
given by the slope of dre tqngent at P.

Now let me ask you a question and add

a

speculation. The question is: Would it be very

to say that conpared to the
Solovian model in dre 'new' growth literature

misleading

the situation is rerersed in the following
sense: t/re steady-slate rate of profit is
exogenous, whereas the sleady-state rate of
grov,th is endogenous? And the speculation is:
With the rate of profit at centre stage of the

in

order to have
perpetual growth, the rate of profit must not
fall to r.,, or p. Hence, in terms of figure I I
see essentially three research statogies:
provide arguments that guarantee eilher that
the curve giving the marginal product of
labour-cum-capital does not fall, but is a line

'new' growth models,

H D Ktrz

Figur.2

rises.

where llA is tle amount of that commodity
required to produce one unit of itself. The
surplus product or rct ou&ut equals Y - 6K,

Ricardo: As regards your question: No, it
wouldn't be uery 'nisleading. As regards your
speculation: it provides a nost useful
systematic framework for the following
discussion. Let me begin with dre so-called
'linear' or '/1( models',

where 6 is the exogenously given rate of
depreciation. The surplus is assumod to be
appropriated entirely in the form of profts.
The net rate of return on capital r is what my
friend Maldrus would have called a 'material
rate of produce' and is given by:

o

the absoissa, oz falls, but its fall is
bounded from below, or instead of falling
parallel

,'-l-o-e-o
K

9. 'AI(' ,rndels
(Ricardo): If in Solow's model there was no
tabour needed in production, or if labour was
a free good, then dre narginal product of
capital could not fall as capital accumulates.

jointly with
the assumption of a uniform rate of growth
then determines a relationship between the
growth mte g and 6e profrt rate. Rebelo
(1991, pp. 504 and 506) obtains either:
The saving-investmentoechanism

This is precisely the route taken by one class

of 'new' grovth models: whereas Solow had
only renoved land fiom the scenery, drey
remove also labour, that is, all
nonacoumulable faclors, and assu.me that all
inputs are 'capital' of some kind. You could

8-

say that these are Solovian models sanrs
travail. BeuW is sought in sinplicity. The
most elem€trtary version of this class of
models assumes that there is a linear

,,{

-6 - p

';

r-p

1sr

"

or:

s=

relationship between total gross output, I, and
a single factor capital, K, both consisting of
the same commodity:

Y=AK

(4)

(l - 6F: rr.

(6)

Equation (5) is obtained when savings are
detennined on the basis of hterbmporal

utility nnaxinization, whereas equation (6) is
obtained when the average propensity to save

(3)
-8-
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of

this nodel the rate of profit is given

Dy

technologt,i.e. exogenously, just as you said,
Adam, and the saving-inveshent nechanism
determines the growth rate.
Smith: Ttl,e model strikes me as a simplified
version of the (in)famous 'com nodel and a
replica (6 = 0) of Frank Knight's 'Crusonia
plant model':

increase

fall with fie
quantity
the
of capital

of

for capital is infrnite
and is governed by the same law as
population itself. They are both checked
by the rise in the price of food, ald the
consequent increase in the prioe of
labour. If there were no such rise, what
could prevent population and capital
from increasing without limit? @icardo,
Forlrs, VI, p. 301)
With land as a free good, costs of production
of the amount of oom constilrting the given
real wage rate would be constant. In dris case
- see frgure 3 - the graph giving the marginal
productivity of labow-cum-capital would be
a horizontal line and therefore the rate of
profit would be constant whatever the amount
of labour-cun-capital. As a consequence, the
sysGm could grow for€ver provided r > r.,".

Knight stessed that 'The resource musl of
course, be of the nahre of capital' and added:

'In an economy of the type poshrlated, the
only problem of choice presented to the
"management" will be the determination of
the rate of consumption, which is the same as
saying the rate of saving and inveshlent or of
disinvestnent' (ibid., p. 30).

6

iRicardo: This is a valid observation, Adam.
Conpared with fte 'corn model' there are two
dilferences: (i) the input of 'com' in the dK
model is heated as a durable capital good; and
(ii) land is a free good. As regards the
problem of depreciation, let me mention in

find the assumption of

I

because the demand

on dre natural grouth of some perennial
which grows indefinitely at a consant
fueonetic) rate, except as new tissue is
cut away for consumption. We assume
that it roquires no cultivation or other
care, and we must ignore any'labour'
which may be involved in gathering or
simply 'eating' the product. (Knight,
1944, p. 30)

I

oourse

Profrts do rrol necessartly

We may think of our Crusonia as living

passing that

thinl

could theroby anticipate
what towards the end of dre 20th century
would be considered an innovative idea. Let
me romind you of what I wrote:

.r is trealed as a given pammeter. Hence, in

EW

an

exogenously given rate of depreciation highly
problematic. But let me turn imnediately to
the implicit assumption that land is a free
good. When once engaged in the fancy
thought o<periment of what would happen if
land and natural resources of the best quality
were available in unlimited amount. I did not

o

I

Figure 3:

The

qh

Lsbour-cun-capiul

lff

model

Itnd

as a free good

is now

immediately

recognized as desoribing a world similar to
the one contemplated in ny thought
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experiment, provided that labour is set aside
and 6 = 1. Even the saving-investrnent
mechanism is essentially the same: in the case
of equation (5) o = 1/s and p = r,,, (provided
that r > r,r); in the case of equation (6) r.,, =
0. Hence, the version of the 'new' $owth
theory under consideration is but a further
simplification of the most elementary of my

growth models. I, for one, can haxdly be
accused of having taken that case too

seriously. Schumpeter (1954, pp. 472-3) used
chastise what he dubbed the 'Ricardian

to

Vice', that is, the habit of applying results
derived from simple 'one-way relations' !o the

'solution of practical problems'. What would

he have said about the policy
mendations that abound
literature?

recom-

in the 'new' growth

Smith: Yo\ appear to dislike the idea of
Ricardian vice - perhaps because compared
with you Schumpeter was not exactly what
one would call successful, financially
speaking?

Ricardo: WeI| may be ... Since you don't
seem to show signs of boredom as yet may I
take one more-minute and talk briefly about
the set of linear models that differentiate
between physical and human capital? I refer
particularly to a paper by King and Rebelo

fl990).
Smith: How could

I

stop you?

10. Physical and human capitul
Ricardo: ln the context of a discussion of the
labour displacing effects of machinery I once
went to the extreme and imagined a world in
which machine power has entirely replaced
labour power. I wrote:

lf

machinery could do all the work that
Iabour now does, there would be no
demand for labour. Nobody would be
entitled to consume any thing who was
not a capitalist, and who could not buy

or hire a

machine. (I{orks,

Ylll,

pp.

399-400)
Smith: So what you are alluding to is that in
some of the 'new' growth models all people
are in fact capitalists of sorts.
Ricmdo: Exactly. This is also why the idea of
a'representativeagent' is somewhat congenial
to these kinds of models. On the other hand,
the existence of different kinds of agents
cannot sensibly be denied. In particular, there
are workers. The 'new' gror+th theorists seem
io feel entitled to subsume workers under
capitalists as a consequence of conceiving of

the capacity to work as a special kind of
capital:'human capital'.
Smithi This appearc to me to b€ an important
point. Authors like King and Rebelo (1990)
draw indeed a strict analogy between an item
of fixed capital and skilled labour. The
production functions relating to the two kinds
of capital have the two kinds of capital as the

only inputs and are

assumed

to

be

homogeneous of degree one and strictly
concave. There are no diminishing returns to
(composite) capital for th€ reason that there is
no nonaccumulable faclor such as simple
labour that enters into the production of the
accumulable factors. In contradistinction to
the above model of Rebelo lherc is a choice
of technique problem. The rate of profit is
now uniquely determined by the technology

of profits.a With the
rate of profit ascertained in this way, the
growth rate of the system is then determined
in the usual way by the saving-investment
and the maximization

equation.

Ricardo:

Are you huppy with

conceptualisation

this

of human capital?

Smith: Hardly. First,

the

assumption
entertained in this model, but also in that of

Lucas (1988), that the formation of human
capital does not involve any unskilled labour
as an innut is difficult to sustain: the whole

Econonic Issaes, Vol. 2, Part 2, Septenber 1997

point of education processes is that a person's

classical rent theory. However, with respect to
labour we only allowed an excess of labour to

to

perform unskilled labour is
gradually transformed into capacity to
capacity

drive the wage to a positiue minimum,
reflecting social, historical and moral

perform skilled labour. Second, more than
two centufies ago I wrote:

elements.

This brings me to a further observation.
The authors of these models don't seem to be

A man educated at the expence of much
labour and time to any of those employments which require extraordinary
dexterity and skill, may be compared to

While i also drew a parallel between fixed
(physical) capital and human capital, I was
careful to keep a reference to the wage rate

aware that they have simply put forward
special cases of the so-called razsubstitution
theorem (see,for example, Samuelson, 1961).
The theorem states that with (i) constant
returns to scale, (ii) a single primary factor of
production only (homogeneous labour) and
(iii) no joint production, and taking the real
wage rate as given from outside the system,
the price of human capital in ierms of the
consumption good and the rate of profit are
uniquely determined. The theorem implies
thal generally only one technique can be used
in the long run. The grow*r models under
consideration satisfy conditions (i) and (iii).
As regards condition (ii), a special form of

paid to workers performing 'common labour'

the Theorem is needed because ofthe absence

of those expensive machines. The
work which he leams to perform, it must
be expected, over and above the usual
wages of common labour, will replace to
him the whole expence of his education,
with at least the ordinary profits of an
equally valuable capital. (Fir', Lx.b.6;
one

emphasis added)

I don't

.

of labour could be
made to vanish. And if it cannot, then
assuming that there is no such thing as
'common labour' amounts to assuming that it

of any primary factor (or a pdmary

see how that kind

is a free good

factor
It hardly needs to
be stressed that compared to these models the
famous von Neumann growth model (von
Neumann, [937] 1945) is a good deal more

with

...

a zero remuneration).5

general.
I 1, Nonsubslitation theorem

Ricardo:

... which in turn amouns

Smith: Let me summarize. In the class of
models considered so far the role played by
'human capital' may be compated to the role
played by 'labour' in our approaches: both
factors of production are taken to be
generated endogenously. The linear models

ro

assuming that the wage rate

is given from
outside. This procedure bears a close
resemblance to the aswmetric treatment of
the distributive variables characteristic of our
approach in which profits emerge as a

thus replicate in elementary terms the /og!c
some two centuries old theory.

residual. Yet there is a substantial difference
here. The notion that in conditions of free
competition the services of certain factors of
production, such as some qualities of land,
which are in excess supply assume a zero
price - the so-called 'Rule of Free Goods' was a standard element in what is known as

12.

A

of

convex technologlt with rcturns to

capital bounded from helow
Ricardo: True. Let me add, as an afterthought,
a constellation that is mildly less fancy than
the one depicted in figure 3. Assume that land

-l t-
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where{$ is the previously hallowe4 but no
longer sacrosanct Solovian production
function, and D is a positive paramoter. As
capital accumulates and the oapital-labour
ratio rises, the marginal product of capital will
fall, approaching asymptotically its lower

is differentiated into bfrnitely many classes:
there is a continuum of diffef,etrt qualities and all qualities superior to quality n aro
available in limited supply, whereas land of
quality n is available in unlimited supply.
Then the old story can be told anew except
for a small modifrcation. With the system
growing forever and assuming continuous
substiiutability between labour+um-oapital
and land, lands of quality I to n-l will
ev€ntually become scarce and the rate of
profrt will gradually fall to fte level
associated with land of quality m - given by
the dashed line in f4ure 4. On the assumption
that the corresponding rate of profrt is larger
*an r.^ > 0, the q'stem would grow
indefinitely at a rate of growth which would
aryrnptotically approach its lower boundary.

boundary b. With a given propensity to save
s and assuming oapital to be werlasting, the
steady-state growth rate

determined: g = s(6 -

g is endoge,nously

r.,).

Assuming on the
maximization,
utility
int€rttmporal
contary
gro*th
is given by
of
the steady-state rate
growth
is positive,
I = Q - il/o. The rate of
provided the teohnical parameter 5 is larger
than r.n or p.
This prompts me to the following
observation. All the papers refered to have
been published in so-called 'core' joumals.
The term 'Diamond list' is said to be one of
the most often heard terms these days in
econonics departuents in the U.K But it
would seem to me that one had better read
what is commonly praised before passing a
judgement on whether it is in fact pmise-

3

r
=tr

worthy.

Smilr: You may recall the 'paradox of value'
which I illustated in torms of the water and

iw
Ll kbour-cudFcapid

o

FiSure 4: Rcl|,ms rc caPitrl<om'labo|tr

diamond example. There I wrotB that
diamonds - that is, things 'which have the
greatest value in oxchange have frequendy
little or no value in use' (B[, Liv.l3).
Frequently, not always. Still there are the
problems of deooption and prcssures to
conformity. But this is too big a theme to be
dealt with now.

q

bo$dcd ftlrn bclo\t'

IntErestingly, the properties of this oase
have recently been mimicked by Jones and
Manuelli (1990). They preserved dre dualism
of an accumulable and a nonaccumulable
factor as in Solow, but resticted the impact
of an accunulation of the forner on its

13. Increasing rctwns to capital bounded

lrom above

(Szi/fi):So far we have seen two types of
models: one in which decreasing retums to
capital - a falling rate ofprofit - are prwented
byjuggling away amy nonaccunulable faotors,
the other in whioh the impact of drosa factors

by m ad hoc modification of dra
aggregate production function. The special
retums

case conlemplated

by them is:

q(k) = flk) +

bk,

(7)
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is

contained

by

some

ad hac

figure 5. In order to be able to preserve the
notion of a uniform rate of profit, it has to be
assumed that the increasing retrns axe

assumption

conceruing technology Let us now hrrn io a
furdrer class of models. These have recourse
to positiw ertemal efects associated with
self-seeking behaviour: these externalities are
taken to offset any fall in the rate of profrt as
capital accumulates. The basic idea underlying
these kintls of models can easily be illustrated
in terms of auother modifrcation of the basic

exten al tn the ftrfr and oxclusively connected
with dre expansion of the market as a whole
and the sooial division of labour. This implies
that whereas in the case of decreasing rehlms
due to the scarcity of land (cf. figures I and
4) the produot was given by the area under

dre marginal productivity curve, now the
product associated with any given amount of
labour-cum-capital is larger than the area
under that ourve.u The cases of decreasing
and increasing retrms are thus not

diagran used so far: the renaining possibility
is increashg rehrns to capital, depicted in
figure 5, Clearly, if these rehrms were rising
and unbounded from above, the growth rate
night rise over time and tend owards
infmity, which is not a very sensible thing to
assume. The steady-state framework adopted
by the 'new' growth theorists requires them to
introduce ad hoc some upper boundary to
returns to caDilal.

slmmeaical.

I begin widr a first subgroup of modols
contemplating the role of positive extemalities
for economic growth, that is, models in dre
tradition of Lucas (1988), which emphasize
spillovers from human capital forrration.
14.

Haman capilal lormation and

aernalities
(Salrrft:) Lucas assumed that agents have a
choice between two wals of spending their
(nonJeisure) time: to contribute to current
production or to ascnmulate human oapital. It
is essentially the allocation of tine between
these two altematives that decides the growth
rate of the system. Lucas conceptualizes the
process by means of which human capital is
hl.tilt up ad hoc by'.
FigurE 5: Inde3sing r€turns

i = uhq(t-u)

Ricardo: Exlen^lities is cleady your field, not
mine. However, whilst in your discussion of
the division of labour you allowed both
positive and negative extemalities, in many
models now there are only positive ones.
,S'nitft: This is indeed the case with regard to
the models of Lucas (1988) and Romer
(1985) which we must now investigate. But

(s)

where a and { are positive constants. Whilst
he indeed bogins with (8), he quickly fmds
himself obliged to consider (8) wilh 6 = 1,
because this is the only assumption consistent
with steady-state grorth. Equation (8) is thus
a kind of 'production firnction' of human
capital by m€ans of human capital, where the
average product is constant and equal to D. It

before we do that let me add a remark on
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you kindly tell me what happens if we set
aside the extemality, that is, put y in equation
(9) equal to zero?
Ricmdo: ln this case retums to scale are
constant and, as a consequence, the
nonsubstitution theorem holds. Accordingly
endogenous growth in Lucas's model is
obtained in essentially the same way as in the
'linear'models above: the rate of profit is
determined by technolo$/ and profit
maximization alone: and for the
predetermined level of the rate of profit the

has been shown (Baldassari, De Santos and
Moscarini, 1994) that if in Lucas's model
leisure is included in the utility function, the
system degenerates to a model of exogenous
groMh in which the rate of expansion equals
the exogenous rate of groMh of population.
This relates somewhat to the earlier objection
that consumption takes time and that it does
not make sense to assume that 'com' income

per capita grows without say'ntg when the
exponentially rising amount of 'com' can be
consumed by the 'representative agent'.
But let us see how the story goes on. With

saving-investment m€chanism determines the

the accumulation of human capital there is
said to be associated an externalitlr: the more
human capital society as a whole has

gowth. Hence, growth is endogenous
and positive independently of the fact that
there is the above mentioned extemality.T
Therefore, though complicating the picture,
increasing returns do not add substantially to
it: growth would be no less endogenous if
retums to scale were constant. In fact, after a
liftle calculation we obtain that
rate of

accumulaled, the more productive each single
member will be. This is reflected in the

following macroeconomic

production

function:

y=

Ap(uW"Bh\

(9)

r=u*l.

where the labour input consists of the number
of workers, N, times the fraction of time spent

where

working" z, times ft which gives the labour
input in effrciency units. Finally, there is the

can be given to the dependence

(10)

l,

is the exogenous rate of growth of
population. There is only one meaning that

ofr on X,: it is
a consequence of the remarkable fact that in

term A'. This is designed to represent the
externality. The single agent takes ft' as a
parameter when optimizing by choice ofc and
r. However, for society as a whole the
accumulation of human capital increases
output both directly and indirectly, that is,
through the extemality. The individual
optimizing agent faces constant retums to
scale in production: the sum of the partial
elasticities of production of the factors he can
control, that is, his physical and human
capital, is unity. Yet for society as a whole
the partial elasticity of production of human
capitalis not I - B, but I - B +y.
Now I would like to pose a problem to you,
David. Known for your 'taste for abstract and
general reasoning' (Works, X, p. 4), could

Lucas's model the growth of 'population'
means simply that the immortal consumer
gows 'bigger' at rate 1". Otherwise one would
have to assume the existence of another type
of externality: costless socio-cultural
transmission, that is, to new generations the
existing knowledge is a free good. As far as
I recall, my children and their teachers saw
things somewhat differenlly.
Smith: WelL let's now assume a positive 7
(but lower than (l - B)a). In this case retums
to scale are not consiant and consequently the
nonsubstitution theorem does not apply.
Therefore, neither the competitive technique
nor the corresponding rate of profit is
determined by technical alternatives and profit

-t+
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maximization alone. The simple 'recursive'

shrctufe

waslefvl post factwn, while on the other hand,

of the model is

those innovations which succeed are
coordinated by the market process, which
proves to be an institution adapted to

thereby lost.
Nevertheless, technical altematives and profit
maximization still determine, in steady states,
a relationship between the rate of profit and
the rate of grouth. This relationship together
with the relationship between the same rates

absorbing the opportunities for groMh offered

by innovation (cf, WN, 1.x.b.43). We were
also well aware of the fact that innovations
generally involve some kind of monopolistic
competition, reflected - in my words - in the

obtained from the saving-investment equation
determines both variables. Thus, although the
analysis is more complex, essentiallythe same
mechanism applies as in the 'linear' models.
Once again the concept of 'human capital' has
assumed a role equivalent to the role of the
concept of'[abour' in our approaches.
15, Research

'great profits', the succesful innovator could
pocket 'for a time' (Worlcs, I, p. 387), and
that these innovations had the tendency to
become - again in my words - a 'general
good' (ibid., p. 386).

,9ritft: Well put, David. Now to

a d development at d

theoretical 'innovators':

In

the

Romer (1986)
attention focuses on the role of a single state
variable called'knowledge' or'information'.

endogenoas technical change
JRrcardo: This concludes the chapter on human

capital formation. We should proceed to
approaches that attempt to endogenise
techlical progress, paying special attention to
a paper by Romer (1986). As we shall see,
this literature revolves around the idea that
technical knowledge is, or tends to become, a

It is assumed that the information contained in
inventions and discoveries has the property of
being available to arybody to make use of it
at the same time. Poor von Hayek! In other
words, information is considered essentially a
nonrival good. However, it need not be totally
nonexcludable, that is, it can be monopolized
at least for a time. Discoveries are made in

let me recall two facts. First,

research and development deparftnents of
firms. This requires that resources be withheld
from producing curent output. The basic idea
of Romer's model is 'that there is a trade-off
between consumption today and knowledge

public good,, that is, nonrival and
nonexcludable. To put the discussion in
perspective,

technical progress in Solow's model was
taken to be costless and equally beneficial to

all firms - like

'manna from heaven'.
Technology in this model is a pure public
good of a special kind, because it does not
cause, in modem parlance, any problem of
'market failure'. The 'new' go\ath theory
dispenses with this assumption and, therefore,
in principle with the assumption of perfect
competition. Second, I dare say that all the
ideas that play a prominent role in this kind
of literature were anticipated in our writings.

that can be used to produce
consumption tomorrow' (ibid.,

Knowledge

a wide

assumed

more

1015).

to be cardinally

measurable and not to depreciate: it is like
perennial capital. No commentl
Romer then stipulates for each firm i ad
ioc a 'research technology' that produces
'knowledge' from forgone consumption; the
technology is concave and homogeneous of
desfee one:

In our perspective the market economy on the

one hand stimulates

is

p.

range of

decentralized and uncoordinated attempts at

innovation, many

of which fail and appear

F = t:(I lr\
-15-
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of profit, the saving-investnent relation then
determines endogenously the growth rate.
Once again endogenous gro'"lth does not
depend on an assumption about increasing
retums with regard to accumulable factors.
Assuming increasing retums renders the
analysis a good deal more complicated. In

where 1i is an amount of forgone consumption

in

research

current stock
interpreted as

of

i

and fr is the firm's
knowledge. (ll) can be

by firm

a produclion function describing

the production of'knowledge' by means

of

'knowledge' and the forgone consumption
good. The production function of the
consumption good relative to firm i is:

particular, a steady-staie equilibrium does not
exist unless the marginal product of capital is
taken to be bounded from above. This is done
by Romer in terms of an ad hoc asswnption
regarding equation (11) (ibid., p. 1019). This
assumption is not different from the one used
in drawing frgure 5.

(12)
\ = F(k, K, x,),
where K is the accumulated stock of
knowledge

xi is a

in

the economy as a whole and

vector

of

inputs different from

knowledge. Romer assumes that 'factors other
than knowledge are in fixed supply' (ibid., p,
1019). This implies that'knowledge' is the
only capital good utilized in the production of
the consumption good. Spillovers from private
research and development activities increase

the public'stock of knowledge, K.

It

- By that time the two economists were
growing weary, but Smith bravely made an
attempt to summarize their discussion.
16. Conclasion

I Ihink I have now understood at least
two things. First, Weitzrnan may have been
right in accusing us of not having thought
'too systematically about the sources of
economic groMh'. If we had, we might have
been reduced to producing trivial little
models. Second, seen from the perspective of
our analyses, lhe main contribution of the
'new' growth theory boils down to the
suggestion that there is a technology
producing a sunogate for what we called
'labour'. That factor has merely been given
new names and enters the stage either as
'human capital' or 'information' or
'knowledge'. Ifthere is such a technology and
if it fulfils certain properties, then the rate of
profit is either technologically given or results
from the cost-minimizing behaviour of
producers. For a given saving behaviour the
rate of grouth is endogenously determined.In

Smith:

is

assumed that the function is homogeneous of
degree one in d and 4 and homogeneous of a

degree greaier than one in

t

and K.
Ricardo: Apparcrrtly, function (11) performs
in Romer's model what function (8) does in
Lucas's.
Smith: This is true. We may carry out also the

same thought experiment as

Lucas's model.

I

in the case of

ask you: Assume, unlike

Romer, that production function (12) is
homogeneous of degrce one in t, and K; what
follows?'
Ricardo: This implies constant retums to
capital: the diminishing retums to fi are
exactly offset by the extemal improvements in
technology associated with capital
accumulation. In this case it can be shown
that, just as in the models previously dealt
with, the rate of profit is determined by
technology and profit maximization alone,
provided, as is assumed by Romer, that the
ratio rVft, equals the (given) number of firms.
The rest is by now well known: given the rate

a sense, these authors have rediscovered what

we already knew or were close io knowing.

of the
assumption that knowledge can never be lost.
Ricardo: So much for the realism

Smith: The problem is that the contemporary
-16-
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a whole does not
to be ovedy keen to economize on its
scarce resources, especially time. Otherwise
precautions would be taken to prevent energy
from being lost in 're-inventing the wheel', so
to speak.
Ricmdo: What kind of precautions do you
have in mind?
Smithi It seems to me that during the past
decades the history of economic thought has
been marginalised in the education of
economists, with sometimes detrimental
effects, as we have seen. Maybe it would be
good to make students read some of the old
masters. At any rate, I still believe that there
is some truth in the following statement of
economics profession as

to the organisers of the Royal Economic

appear

Society Conference, especially Peter
Reynolds. Ian Steedman kindly took
pains to render my English (and my
economics) less imperfect. It goes
without saying that the responsibility for
everything in the paper is mine.
To this Ricardo added: 'Real wages may
rise, that is, the "marketprice of labour"
may rise above the "natufal" wage rate.
This is the case in a situation where
capital accumulates rapidly, leading to an
excess demand for labour. As I put it,
"notwithstarding the tendency ofwages to
conform to their natural rate, the market
rate may, in an improving society, for an
indefinite period, be constantly above it"
(ibid. pp. 94-5). If such a constellation
prevails for some time it is even possible

mlne:

One who reads a number of modern
books, altho they be very excellent, will
not get thereby the Character of a leamed
man: the acquaintance of the ancients
will alone procure him that name. (ZRB,
ii.215)
Ricardo: But you don't imply that you and
should be reckoned amongst the ancients?
SmrtA:

Well

that "custom renders absolute necessaries"

what in the past had been comforts or
luxuries. Hence, the natural wage is
driven upward by persistently high levels
of the actual wage rate. Accordingly, in
my analysis the concept of "natural wage"
is a flexible one and must not be mistaken
for a physiological minimum of subsistence. I take it that your view on
wages and the growth ofthe work force is
similar, Adam.'

I

...

And here the dialogue came to a close.
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